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Sleep quality as a confounding factor of
maternal weight and preschool wheezing

To the Editor:

We read with great interest the recently published article by LEERMAKERS et al. [1] that takes an outstanding

view of the relationship of maternal weight with the risk of preschool wheezing. We would like to highlight

the importance of this study, as it shows a bidirectional interaction between pregnancy and childhood

health. Moreover, we would like to congratulate the authors on the accomplishment of this research and

suggest additional considerations for further investigations.

Currently, asthma is the most common chronic disease in children in the USA. It is noteworthy that the

incidence of asthma in childhood has progressively increased, being observed 8.7% of cases in 2001 and

9.6% in 2009 [2]. For instance, 17% of children in the USA have a diagnosis of obesity and there is a

higher prevalence of asthma in obese children [3]. However, the biological pathway responsible for the

association of obesity with asthma is still unclear. There are several hypotheses, as discussed in the article

by LEERMAKERS et al. [1].

We would like to discuss another important aspect on this question that refers to the impact of sleep during

pregnancy on the health of both the mother and newborn. Pregnancy causes sleep changes between the first

months and after the baby is born. About of 75% of mothers develop some sleep disorder in pregnancy [4],

such as poor sleep quality and decreased sleep duration. In addition, pregnant mothers have an increased

risk of obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) [5]. In addition, these sleep disorders are correlated with glucose

intolerance, gestational diabetes mellitus, gestational hypertension and preeclampsia [5]. It has been

highlighted that diabetes in pregnancy is associated with high birth weight. Furthermore, both poor

maternal sleep and OSA can lead to increased proinflammatory cytokine levels [6]. Thus, this factor could

be related to increase of proinflammatory cytokine levels in mothers, which might affect the immune system

of the fetus, and the risk of infectious and atopic diseases post-natally.

Breastfeeding is important for neonates, as breast milk is the primary component of the infant’s diet and

meets the essential nutritional requirements of the rapidly growing child. We would like to emphasise which

factors may affect breastfeeding and, consequently, neonatal health. There are various bioactive factors in

human colostrum and milk, such as immune cells, immunoglobulins, fatty acids, glycoproteins and

antimicrobial peptides [7], that lead to inactivation of pathogens. Furthermore, there is melatonin in

human milk, a hormone related to Circadian rhythms, particularly with sleep [8]. In addition, melatonin is

involved in physiological and oxidative processes, including functional regulation.

The mother’s behaviour could be reflected in breastfeeding and it can lead to health consequences for the baby.

A study found that mothers who drank alcohol had less active sleep in their children [9]. It is well known that

sleep in childhood is important for future health, as children affected by sleep disorders are more susceptible to

consequences of sleep problems. There is a relationship between sleep duration during childhood, endocrine

disorders and increased body mass index [10]. Sleep disorders and obesity in childhood may lead to increased

proinflammatory cytokines, and this may affect the immune system and the risk of infectious and atopic

diseases. For this reasons, we suggest the evaluation sleep in pregnant females.
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Considering the consequences of impaired maternal health and its implications for the child, we would like

to emphasise the importance of the study by LEERMAKERS et al. [1], which evaluated maternal weight and

preschool wheezing, and provides results relevant to society. Currently, weight gain is a worldwide health

problem and is of great importance in pregnant females, as the health impacts can be severe, both for the

mother and the neonate. We would like to ask the authors and other research groups to include sleep

evaluation as a possible confounding factor, as there appears to be relationship between maternal health,

obesity, sleep disorders and asthma.
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From the authors:

We kindly thank K.T. Nozoe and co-workers for their correspondence regarding our recently published

article [1]. They suggested that the observed association of maternal body mass index (BMI) with childhood

wheezing might be confounded by maternal sleeping problems during pregnancy. We appreciate this

interesting suggestion.

As K.T. Nozoe and co-workers mentioned, asthma is a very common chronic disease amongst children.

Given its high prevalence and considerable impact on morbidity and healthcare costs, research focused on

early risk factors for asthma is important. Identification of causal risk factors and their mechanisms in

pregnancy or early childhood, may lead to the development of new preventive strategies focused on the early

phase of life. K.T. Nozoe and co-workers suggested that maternal sleep quality during pregnancy could be

an important risk factor for childhood asthma, and that maternal sleep problems might be involved in the

pathways underlying the association between maternal obesity and the risk of wheezing in offspring.

Because of this possible intermediate effect of sleep in the association between maternal BMI and the risk of

wheezing in offspring, sleep problems should not be treated as an extraneous confounding factor [2, 3].
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